Year 5

Week Beginning
Monday 18th May 2020
It is the start of another week of home learning. I hope you are all staying safe and happy, and thank you for all your feedback on the tasks I am setting.
Last week I was inspired by you! So many of you have sent me photos of the lovely things you’ve baked that I had a go at baking my daughter’s birthday cake!
There are currently lots of tournaments taking place on Times Tables Rock Stars, so make sure you log in and start earning points for Team Y5!
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MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH TASKS FOR THIS WEEK

Visit the White Rose website and select this week
From each daily lesson you can also access the
BBC’s BiteSize lessons for the same topic.

Look at your spellings for this week and complete your
first Write/Cover activity. I would also like you to use
this week’s spellings to write a story. The story should
be no longer than one page and your challenge is to
include as many of them as possible!

Today’s Lesson
Add and subtract fractions
Visit the White Rose website and select this week
From each daily lesson you can also access the
BBC’s BiteSize lessons for the same topic.
Today’s Lesson
Add Fractions
Visit the White Rose website and select this week
From each daily lesson you can also access the
BBC’s BiteSize lessons for the same topic.
Today’s Lesson
Add mixed numbers
Visit the White Rose website and select this week
From each daily lesson you can also access the
BBC’s BiteSize lessons for the same topic.
Today’s Lesson
Subtract Mixed Numbers
Visit the White Rose website for this week and try the
Friday BiteSize challenge.
Also, complete your Times Tables Rock Stars
challenges.

Today I would like you to complete the comprehension
Pets and Pests. For the task you will need to read the
three short texts and use your inference and prediction
skills to write down what you think will happen next.
This week in Writing we will be focussing on speech
punctuation. Direct speech, where speech marks are
used to show the things that are being said out loud
needs to be punctuated in the right way. Today’s task
will give some examples and then require you to do
some of your own. Worksheet - Speech1
Today in writing we will be looking at how you can
show speech in your writing without using speech
marks. This is called indirect speech and it gives us
different options when writing creatively, which we will
be doing tomorrow! Worksheet – Speech2
Today I would like you to write short story (no more
than one page) using a mix of direct and indirect speech.
You should choose one of the pictures from today’s
worksheet to use as inspiration. I can’t wait to see what
you come up with! Don’t forget to complete your
spelling activity and ask someone to test your spellings!

OTHER SUBJECT TASKS
PE - This week I would like you to re-live the fun
we had doing our mile runs at school by covering
a mile. You could walk, cycle, run, scooter,
skateboard or anything else you can think of! Why
send a photo on seesaw of where your mile takes
you? Feel free to do this more than once!
History – Pages 8-9 of Viking Invaders and Settlers
describe how the Vikings wrote and their alphabet.
Read the pages, and then there are two activities
linked to this. For the first task I would like you to
make a map of surviving Viking places. I have
provided a template, and you will need to find the
places and label them on the map. You could also
include some information about why the places
were important to the Vikings by doing your own
research. Task two is about Viking writing, and is
also a good opportunity to use some of your
brilliant craft skills.
Art – This week I would like you to create a
portrait of someone special to you. It could be a
friend or family member. You could draw them,
paint them or create something more unusual
using collage, ICT or anything else you can think
of! See the resource page for some help.
Science – Read the First News article on Space
Technology and answer the questions. Try to
answer in full sentences and give detailed
responses. Can you remember what we learned
about the solar system? Could you create a poster to
show the planets and some information on them?

